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• The Trinity is made up of the Lower, Middle, and Upper
• Between the divisions there are units that limit how easily water moves from one 

to the other
• This evaluation focused on wells completed in the Middle
• Outcrop shown is for entire Trinity aquifer
• Primarily domestic wells

• The map illustrates the registered and permitted Middle Trinity wells in the 
District

• Most are located in the south and west
• There are some distinct clusters of wells

• The green triangles are Middle Trinity wells monitored by the District
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• First water level in late 2006 was reported on state well report
• Jan 2007 water level collected by the District
• Collected regularly since
• Decline of nearly 100 feet in 7 years (Jan-07 to Jan-14)
• Fluctuations of nearly 50 feet during the year
• If someone drilled there well in 2007 in the area of this monitoring well, during the 

summer of 2014 the water level was about 130 feet lower than they had equipped 
their well for
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• Water flows from high to low – Typically very slowly
• Generally flowing from west to east and north
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• About 200 feet near Florence
• About 900 feet near Salado and Jarrell
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• Water levels are lowest near Belton
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• Does not appear to be much change in available drawdown
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• Calculated from 2006
• Greatest declines along county boundary
• Average of about 10 feet per year since 2006
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• Follows the very dry 2011
• Lowest water levels remain near Belton
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• 100 foot line has moved about 4 miles down dip in 3 years
• 800 feet near Salado and Jarrell
• 100 feet near Florence
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• Calculated from 2006
• 110 feet of decline near Jarrell
• 65 feet of decline near Florence
• 80 feet of decline near Salado
• Greatest recent declines near Jarrell
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• Florence went from about 200 feet in 2010 to 100 feet in 2014
• Wells may not be able to produce economic quantities of water depending on how 

constructed
• For example, if diameter decreases in deeper portions of the well
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• Calculated from 2006
• 95 feet near Jarrell since 2006
• 65 feet near Florence
• 75 feet near Salado

• Some recovery in water levels since 2013
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• Cross section illustrates how in a dipping aquifer, water level declines can have a 
more significant affect updip

• As water level declines updip, it approaches the producing interval sooner than in 
downdip areas

• There is less available drawdown in the updip area
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• Same comments as previous slide
• Water levels appear to have fallen into the producing interval in the up dip area in 

Williamson County
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• Up-dip well
• Decline in water level causes reduced production potential 
• Little available drawdown remaining
• Thin saturated thickness

• Down-dip well
• Higher lift requirements, but not necessarily reduced production
• Water level remains several hundred feet above the top of the aquifer

• As water levels decline
• Typically costs more to pump
• Potentially “run out” of water

• Water level below pump setting
• Water level below deepest potential pump setting
• Unable to create drawdown needed for pumping

• Re-equip or re-drill well
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Schematic representation of drilling a well and the effect of water level changes

1. Bring in a driller
2. Drill through the Hensell
3. Set screen and casing
4. Water level rises up in the casing (2006)
5. Set a pump 
6. Rig drives off

7. Zoom in to the water interval
8. Rapid water level declines can effect the ability to pump and produce water
9. May require setting pumps deeper or re-drilling a well if possible
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